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LHCb Detector 

Forward spectrometer running in pp collider
LHCb, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A30 (2015) 1530022
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LHCb detector
Aiming for precision measurements in &, ( sectors 
→ but becoming a General Purpose Detector  
→ in forward rapidity range

Excellent vertex and IP, decay time resolution:
• * IP ≈ 20/0m for high-23 tracks
• * 4 ≈ 45/fs for 9:

% → ;/=> and 9:
% → $:

?@A decays
Very good momentum resolution:  
• B2 2⁄ ≈ 0.5%− 1% for 2 ∈ 0,200 /GeV
• * LM ≈ 24/MeV for two-body decays

Hadron and Muon identification
• OP→Q ≈ 95% for OS→Q ≈ 5% up to 100 GeV
• OT→T ≈ 97% for OS→T ≈ 1− 3%
Data good for analyses
• > 99%

JINST 3 (2008) S08005
IJMPA 30 (2015) 1530022

Interaction Point

Moriond'QCD,'2016 425/03/2016

The LHCb detector

• precise primary and secondary vertex
reconstruction: 20µm for high-pT tracks

• excellent momentum resolution: �p/p = 0.5% at

low momentum to 1.0 % at 200GeV/c

• very good separation of charged ⇡, K and p and

excellent muon identification over the

2 < p < 100GeV/c range

• 2 < ⌘ < 5 range: ⇠ 25% of bb̄

pairs inside LHCb acceptance

• L = 3 fb�1
in 2011+2012 data

taking ) ⇠ 1012 bb̄ pairs

• data taking restarted in 2015: at

the end of 2016 we expect to

double the statistics
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Physics program at LHCb

• Not only precision measurements in b, c sectors
- CKM and CP-violation parameters
- rare decays
- testing lepton universality
- …

• But also a general purpose detector
- electroweak measurements: sin$%, W/Z, top quark, ..
- QCD studies: production, spectroscopy, exotic hadrons 
- heavy ions
- ...
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Heavy flavor production at LHCb
• Unique rapidity coverage

à access to small Bjorken ! region
• Exceptional coverage at small "#
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Studies of H-F productions at LHCb
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Studies of H-F productions at LHCb
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Outline

• In !! collisions
✓ quarkonium production
✓ open heavy flavor production
✓ Bc production

• Beyond !! collisions
• Summary and prospects
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Experiment strategies

• Advantage: high production rates
• Challenge: reconstruct an unstable particle from O(102) tracks

√ tracking
→ excellent mass resolution

√ particle identification
→ no. of combinations reduced

√ Vertexing
→ weakly decayed particles
→ particles from b/c decays
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Primary Vertex (PV)

Secondary Vertex (SV)



Charmonia studies at LHCb

• At LHCb charmonia ["#"] may be accessed by 

- ["#"] → &/((→ *+*,) + /
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LHCb, EPJC 71 (2011)1645

7 TeV 5.2 pb-1

LHCb, PLB 714 (2012) 215

7 TeV 36 pb-1 0"1,3 → &/( + 4

&/( → *+*,

Primary Vertex (PV)

Secondary Vertex (SV)



!/#
$%('()

Charmonia studies at LHCb

• At LHCb charmonia [%+%] may be accessed by 

- [%+%] → !/#(→ ./.0) + 2
- %+% → 343
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Primary Vertex (PV)

Secondary Vertex (SV)
5 6 → $% '( 2 = 8. :: ± <. =8 ± <. >? ± <. =@5 ×'<0B

C$%('D) = <. E> ± <. <? ± <. <: ± <. <= C!/#,5GH D = @ IJK
= <. E? ± <. '' ± <. <? ± <. <: C!/#,5 GH D = : IJK

LHCb, EPJC 75 (2015) 311

0.7 fb-1   7 TeV
2.0 fb-1   8 TeV

0.7 fb-1   7 TeV



Charmonia studies at LHCb

• At LHCb charmonia ["#"] may be accessed by 

- ["#"] → &/((→ *+*,) + /
- "#" → 010
- "#" → 22
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Primary Vertex (PV)

Secondary Vertex (SV)

LHCb, EPJC 77 (2017) 609

3 → "#" (→ 22) + /
4"(56)

7"8
7"5
7"9 4"(96)

1.0 fb-1   7 TeV
2.0 fb-1   8 TeV



Quarkonium production
• Two scales of production: hard process of ! "! formation

+ hadronization of ! "! at softer scales

• CSM: intermediate ! "! colorless and has same #$% as the final state quarkonium

• NRQCD: all viable colors and #$% allowed for the intermediate  ! "! , Long 
Distance Matrix Elements, &'( , from experimental data, same for prompt 

production and in b decays;  color octet mechanism (COM) 

• Quarkonium production is test of both perturbative and non-
perturbative QCD
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)* ++ → '+ . =0
1,3,(

)41)43 51 41, 67 53(43, 67)

× )*1;3→ <=< (;. 6>, 67, 6? &'(



!/# production
• Lifetime to separate prompt production from b decays

Prompt = direct + feed down from # $% , '(, …
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* = ,- ./0, 1234 = -. 67 89:,

LHCb, JHEP 10 (2015) 172
JHEP 05 (2017) 063



!/# production
• Double differential cross-sections in bins of $% and y

• Ratios 13 TeV / 8 TeV

• NRQCD works very well
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LHCb, JHEP 10 (2015) 172
JHEP 05 (2017) 063

Shao, Han, Ma, Meng, Zhang , Chao, JHEP 05 (2015) 103 



!/# and # 2% polarization
• Angular distribution of &/',' )* → ,-,.

• Parameters are reference frame dependent 
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LHCb, EPJC 73 (2013) 2631
EPJC 74 (2014) 2872

Helicity (HX): z axis is direction of # momentum
in CM frame of colliding protons
Collins-Soper (CS): z axis bisects angle 
between 0⃗1 and 0⃗2 in # rest frame

Gottfried-Jackson (GJ): z axis is
Direction of 0⃗1 in # rest frame

y axes normal to # production plane



!/# and # 2% polarization
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LHCb, EPJC 73 (2013) 2631
EPJC 74 (2014) 2872

&(())+/&

• The polarization parameters are generally small
• Disagree with CSM
• Agreements with NRQCD predictions at low pT, the prediction 

of increasing polarization with pT is not supported
Butenschoen, Kniehl, PRL 108 (2012) 172002; Gong, Wan, Wang, Zhang, PRL 110 (2013) 042002
Chao, Ma, Shao, Wang, Zhang, PRL 108 (2012) 242004; Shao, Chao, PRD 90 (2014) 014002



! production
• Perturbative QCD expected to work better; All prompt, but 

complicated by feed down

• NRQCD can describe cross-section trends with uncertainties
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LHCb, EPJC 74 (2014) 2835
JHEP 11 (2015) 103
JHEP 07 (2018) 134

" = $. &' TeV

" = & TeV
" = ( TeV

" = )* TeV



! production
• Cross-section ratios as function of pT consistently higher than 

NRQCD predictions, cannot describe trend as function of y
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LHCb, EPJC 74 (2014) 2835
JHEP 11 (2015) 103
JHEP 07 (2018) 134

" = $ TeV
" = % TeV

" = &' TeV

" = % TeV

Theoretical predictions for 13/8 not available 



! polarization
• Experimental results on !(#$) polarization not consistent

- CDF No polarization for !(#$) in &'& collisions 

at ( =1.8 and 1.96 TeV
- D0 Significant pT dependent longitudinal polarizations for

! *+ in &'& collisions at ( =1.96 TeV

- CMS No polarization for !(#$) in && collisions at ( =7 TeV

• NLO NRQCD calculations predict ! *+ and ! ,+ have 
small transverse polarization across pT

•
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PRL 108 (2012) 151802

PRL 101 (2008) 182004

PRL 110 (2013) 081802



! polarization at LHCb
• !(#$) polarization measured in pp collisions at & = (, * TeV
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LHCb, JHEP 12 (2017) 110



! polarization at LHCb
• !(#$) polarization measured in pp collisions at & = (, * TeV
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LHCb, JHEP 12 (2017) 110

!(+$) !(,$) !(-$)
No model as yet can describe both heavy quarkonium production 
and polarisation



Perspectives: !", #"$
• %& 1( , %& 2( and +,- productions can give more 

information/constraints
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Lansberg, Shao, Zhang, arXiv:1711.00265

Theory prediction
!" ./ at 0 = 23TeV

1.0 fb-1   7   TeV
2.0 fb-1   8   TeV
1.9 fb-1   13TeV

#"2
#".

1st observation
#"2,. → $/67879

LHCb, PRL 119 (2017) 221801



Double !/# production at 13 TeV
• Double Parton Scattering : two independent hard scatters that 

are assumed to factorize
Single Parton Scattering: gluon splitting dominate

• DPS can provide information on parton transverse momentum

and correlations inside proton
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DPS SPS



Double !/# production at 13 TeV
• Require 4 $-tracks from same primary vertex, 2D fit
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Double !/# production at 13 TeV
• Differential cross-sections

- Evidence for DPS at high |%&| region

- Fit of kinematical distribution to extract DPS fraction & '())

using various SPS descriptions
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*+,,~10 − 12 mb 
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!" production at 8 TeV
• Use !" → $/&' , define

• Distributions well described by complete ()* calculations
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LHCb, PRL 114 (2015) 132001



Open heavy flavor production
• In heavy flavor production, quark mass acts as long-distance 

cut-off allowing calculation of cross-sections in perturbative 
QCD down to low pT

- Cross-section measurements provide test of pQCD - FONLL 
calculations

- Cross-sections are sensitive to PDFs
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!± production at 7/13 TeV

• Use !± → $/&'± decays
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LHCb, JHEP 12 (2017) 026



!± production at 7/13 TeV

• Results in agreement with FONLL calculations
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LHCb, JHEP 12 (2017) 026



!± production at 7/13 TeV

• In ratio of 13 TeV / 7 TeV, FONLL uncertainties largely cancel
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LHCb, JHEP 12 (2017) 026



!"± production asymmetry at 7/13 TeV

• Assumed for most charm production asymmetries

• Results in a different kinematic distribution between !"$& !"&
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LHCb, JHEP 08 (2018) 008

Arise from ability of charm 
quarks to form charm baryons 
with proton valence quarks

…but not charm mesons



!"± production asymmetry at 7/13 TeV
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LHCb, JHEP 08 (2018) 008

Production asymmetry:



!"± production asymmetry at 7/13 TeV

• A essential input to LHCb CP violation measurements
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LHCb, JHEP 08 (2018) 008



b hadron production asymmetry at 7/8 TeV
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• All consistent with zero with 2.5 sigma



H-F productions in pPb collisions
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Υ(nS)production in pPb

• Higher statistics at RUNII
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LHCb-PAPER-2018-035



Υ(nS)production in pPb

• &('() Nuclear modification factor 
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LHCb-PAPER-2018-035



Υ(nS)production in pPb

• &('() Nuclear modification factor 
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LHCb-PAPER-2018-035



Υ(nS)production in pPb

• Ratios 
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LHCb-PAPER-2018-035

pPb/Pbp



LHCb in fixed target mode
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LHCb in fixed target mode
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LHCb in fixed target mode

• Data sample
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LHCb in fixed target mode

• !/# → %%,'( → )* in pHe at 86.6 GeV
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LHCb-PAPER-2018-023



LHCb in fixed target mode
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Summary
• HF productions have been studied at LHCb
� in pp, pA/Ap, AA collisions

� with unique forward phase space

• With RUNII and the upgraded detector, more to come
� excited hadrons

� doubly charmed baryons

- X Y Z  and pentaquarks

- ….

Stay tuned !
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Backup slides



1.0 fb-1   7   TeV
2.0 fb-1   8   TeV

Charmonia from !" → $%$&"

• Exclusive reconstruction: clean sample, better control 
of background and resolution effects                                                                    
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LHCb-PAPER-2016-016
PLB 769 (2017) 305 ' ()( =

+ !" → ()( &" ×+( ()( → $%$)
+ !" → //1&" ×+(//1 → $%$)

'2( 34 = 5. 78 ± :. ;; ± :. :< ×5:=3

'1(;>>:) < 5:×5:=3

'@(;8>3) < :. 37 ×5:=3

A//1 −A2( 54
= 55:. 3 ± :. 7 ± :. < CDE

A1(34) − A2( 34
= 73. 3 ± 5. > ± :. F CDE

G2( 54 = ;H. : ± 5. < ± 5. ; CDE



Charmonia from ! → ##+ %
• Allow to measure production ratios

• Competitive measurements of masses of widths
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&' () → ##
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Table 3 Systematic
uncertainties of the charmonium
event yield ratios within families
and with respect to the ηc(1S)
yield. The total uncertainty is
the sum in quadrature of the
individual contributions

Systematic uncertainty
Nχc0
Nηc (1S)

Nχc1
Nηc (1S)

Nχc2
Nηc (1S)

Nχc1
Nχc0

Nχc2
Nχc0

Nηc (2S)
Nηc (1S)

Including other states 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.006 0.008 0.003

Description of detector resolution <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002

Description of signal resonances 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.010 0.002 0.003

Background model 0.010 0.005 0.005 0.002 0.012 <0.001

2D fit functions 0.002 <0.001 0.001 0.005 0.005 0.001

Total 0.011 0.006 0.006 0.012 0.015 0.005

the 2D fits is estimated by including the f0(980) contribu-
tion following the analysis described in Ref. [44], and varying
the f0(980) mass and natural width within the uncertainties
quoted in Ref. [14]. Contributions from multiple candidates
are below 2% per event and are not considered in the evalu-
ation of systematic uncertainties. The uncertainty related to
the momentum-scale calibration is negligible.

The total systematic uncertainty is obtained as the quadra-
tic sum of the individual systematic contributions. The sys-
tematic uncertainties are shown in Table 3. The description
of the background and the potential contributions from other
resonances dominate the total systematic uncertainties. In
the yield ratios the systematic uncertainty is smaller than or
comparable to the statistical uncertainty.

Complementary cross-checks are performed by compar-
ing the distributions of kinematic variables in simulation and
data. The stability of the results is checked by using an alter-
native binning of the φφ invariant mass distribution (shifted
by half a bin) and by using the weighted signal events from
the sPlot [45] instead of the nominal 2D fit technique. The
same check is performed for the determination of the masses
and widths of the charmonium states. In all cases no signifi-
cant changes are observed and no additional contributions to
the systematic uncertainties are assigned.

4.2 Production of ηc and χc in b-hadron decays

The production ratios of charmonium C with respect to the
ηc(1S) yield and between pairs of χc states

RC1
C2

≡ B(b→ C1 X) × B(C1 → φ φ)

B(b→ C2 X) × B(C2 → φ φ)

are determined to be

Rχc0
ηc(1S)

= 0.147 ± 0.023 ± 0.011,

Rχc1
ηc(1S)

= 0.073 ± 0.016 ± 0.006,

Rχc2
ηc(1S)

= 0.081 ± 0.013 ± 0.005,

Rχc1
χc0

= 0.50 ± 0.11 ± 0.01,

Rχc2
χc0

= 0.56 ± 0.10 ± 0.01,

Rηc(2S)
ηc(1S)

= 0.040 ± 0.011 ± 0.004,

where, here and throughout, the first uncertainties are statis-
tical and the second are systematic. The dominant contribu-
tions to the systematic uncertainty on the relative χc produc-
tion rates arise from accounting for possible other resonances
and from uncertainties on the χc masses [14]. The system-
atic uncertainties are smaller than the statistical uncertainties,
so that the overall uncertainty on the measurements will be
reduced with a larger dataset. The systematic uncertainty on
the relative production rate of ηc(2S) mesons is dominated
by possible contributions from other resonances and varia-
tion of the ηc(2S) natural width.

In the following, the ηc(1S) production rate in b-hadron
decays and the branching fractions of the charmonium decays
to φφ are used to obtain single ratios of charmonium pro-
duction rates in b-hadron decays and the branching frac-
tions of inclusive b-hadron transitions to charmonium states.
The ηc(1S) inclusive production rate in b-hadron decays
was measured by LHCb as B(b → ηc(1S)X) = (4.88 ±
0.97) × 10−3 [15] using decays to p p . Branching frac-
tions of the charmonia decays to φφ from Ref. [14] are
used. However, Ref. [14] indicates a possible discrepancy
for the B(ηc(1S) → φφ) value when comparing a direct
determination and a fit including all available measure-
ments. Therefore, an average of the results from Belle [46]
and BaBar [47] using B+ decays to φφK+, B(ηc(1S) →
φφ) = (3.21 ± 0.72) × 10−3, is used below. The uncer-
tainty of this average dominates the majority of the follow-
ing results in this section, and an improved knowledge of
the B(ηc(1S) → φφ) is critical to reduce the uncertain-
ties of the derived results. The values B(χc0 → φφ) =
(7.7 ± 0.7) × 10−4, B(χc1 → φφ) = (4.2 ± 0.5) × 10−4,
and B(χc2 → φφ) = (1.12± 0.10)× 10−3, are used for the
χc decays [14]. The relative branching fractions of b-hadron
inclusive decays into χc states are then derived to be

B(b→ χc1X)
B(b→ χc0X)

= 0.92 ± 0.20 ± 0.02 ± 0.14B,

B(b→ χc2X)
B(b→ χc0X)

= 0.38 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 ± 0.05B,

where the third uncertainty is due to those on the branching
fractions B(χc → φφ). The result for the relative χc1 and

123
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to φφ are used to obtain single ratios of charmonium pro-
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was measured by LHCb as B(b → ηc(1S)X) = (4.88 ±
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for the B(ηc(1S) → φφ) value when comparing a direct
determination and a fit including all available measure-
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φφ) = (3.21 ± 0.72) × 10−3, is used below. The uncer-
tainty of this average dominates the majority of the follow-
ing results in this section, and an improved knowledge of
the B(ηc(1S) → φφ) is critical to reduce the uncertain-
ties of the derived results. The values B(χc0 → φφ) =
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duction, γ γ → ηc(1S) → hadrons, radiative decays
J/ψ → ηc(1S)γ and ψ(2S) → ηc(1S)γ , p p → ηc(1S) →
γ γ , and exclusive B decays, yielding the average value
2983.4 ± 0.5 MeV. Mass determinations via exclusive B
decays, performed at the BaBar and Belle experiments [49–
51], do not provide consistent results. In 2009, the CLEO
collaboration observed a significant asymmetry in the line
shapes of radiative J/ψ → γ ηc(1S) and ψ(2S) → γ ηc(1S)
transitions [52], which, when ignored, could lead to sig-
nificant bias in the mass and width measurement via J/ψ
or ψ(2S) radiative decays. Recent BES III results [53,54]
obtained using radiative decays of ψ(2S), shifted the world
average value by more than two standard deviations. There-
fore precise ηc(1S) mass measurements using a different
technique are needed. LHCb measured Mηc(1S) = 2982.2 ±
1.5± 0.1 MeV [15] using ηc(1S) from b-hadron decays and
reconstructing ηc(1S) via decays to p p . A similar situation
occurs with the ηc(1S) natural width determination, where
recent BES III results obtained using radiative decays of
ψ(2S) shifted the world average from 29.7 ± 1.0 MeV to
31.8 ± 0.8 MeV.

The properties of the ηc(2S) state are less well stud-
ied. Measurements at the CLEO [55], BaBar [56,57],
Belle [51,58] and BES III [59,60] experiments, using γ γ →
ηc(2S) → hadrons, double charmonium production in e+e−

annihilation, exclusive B decays and radiative transitions of
ψ(2S), yield the world averages [14] of 3639.4 ± 1.3 MeV
for the ηc(2S) mass, and 11.3+3.2

−2.9 MeV for its natural width.
Table 5 presents measurements of the masses of the ηc

and χc states and of the natural width of the ηc(1S) from
the fit of the φφ invariant mass spectrum in Fig. 4. For the
determination of the systematic uncertainties, except for the
test of the impact of the f0(980) meson, the same variations
of the analysis are performed as for the determination of
the charmonium yields. In addition, the effect of excluding
the ηc(2S) mass region (2.8−3.7 GeV) is studied, and the
uncertainties related to the momentum-scale calibration are
estimated by varying the calibration parameter by±3×10−4

[33]. The resulting total systematic uncertainty is obtained as
the quadratic sum of the individual contributions. The uncer-
tainty related to the momentum-scale calibration dominates
the mass determination for all ηc and χc states. The uncer-
tainty of the %ηc(1S) measurement is dominated by the back-
ground description.

The measured charmonium masses agree with the world
averages [14]. The measured ηc(1S) mass is in agreement
with the previous LHCb measurement using decays to the
p p final states [15] and has a better precision. The precision
obtained for the ηc(1S) mass is comparable to the precision
of the world average value. The value of the ηc(1S) natural
width is consistent with the world average [14].

The charmonium mass differences Mχc1 −Mχc0 , Mχc2 −
Mχc0 , and Mηc(2S) −Mηc(1S) are obtained (Table 6) as a

Table 5 Charmonium masses and natural widths in MeV

Measured value World average [14]

Mηc(1S) 2982.8 ± 1.0 ± 0.5 2983.4 ± 0.5

Mχc0 3413.0 ± 1.9 ± 0.6 3414.75 ± 0.31

Mχc1 3508.4 ± 1.9 ± 0.7 3510.66 ± 0.07

Mχc2 3557.3 ± 1.7 ± 0.7 3556.20 ± 0.09

Mηc(2S) 3636.4 ± 4.1 ± 0.7 3639.2 ± 1.2

%ηc(1S) 31.4 ± 3.5 ± 2.0 31.8 ± 0.8

%ηc(2S) – 11.3 + 3.2
− 2.9

Table 6 Charmonium mass differences (in MeV)

Measured value World average [14]

Mχc1 −Mχc0 95.4 ± 2.7 ± 0.1 95.91 ± 0.83

Mχc2 −Mχc0 144.3 ± 2.6 ± 0.2 141.45 ± 0.32

Mηc(2S) −Mηc(1S) 653.5 ± 4.2 ± 0.4 655.70 ± 1.48

consistency check and for comparison with theory. For the
determination of the systematic uncertainties the same vari-
ations of the analysis are performed as for the determi-
nation of the charmonium masses and widths. The uncer-
tainty related to the 2D fit dominates the Mχc1 −Mχc0 mass
difference measurement. The systematic uncertainty of the
Mχc2 −Mχc0 measurement is dominated by the uncertainty
related to potential contributions from other resonances and
by the uncertainty on the background model. The uncer-
tainty related to the momentum-scale calibration dominates
the Mηc(2S) −Mηc(1S) mass difference measurement. The
measured charmonium mass differences agree with the world
averages.

Figure 7 shows the %ηc(1S), Mηc(1S) contour plot, obtained
from the analysis of b-hadron decays into ηc mesons, where
the ηc candidates are reconstructed via the decay ηc(1S) →
φφ. The measurements of the ηc(1S) mass and natural width
using ηc(1S) meson decays to φφ are consistent with the
studies using decays to p p [15] and with the world aver-
age [14]. The measured ηc(1S) mass is below the result in
Ref. [61]. The precision obtained on the ηc(1S) mass is com-
parable to the precision of the world average.

6 First evidence of the B0
s → φφφ decay

In order to extract φφφ combinations a 3D extended
unbinned maximum likelihood fit is used, as described in
Sect. 3. Figure 8 shows the invariant mass distribution for
φφφ combinations. The fit to the invariant φφφ mass spec-
trum is performed using a sum of two Gaussian functions
with a common mean to describe the B0

s signal, and an expo-
nential function to describe combinatorial background. The
ratio of the two Gaussian widths and the fraction of the nar-
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Fig. 7 Contour plot of !ηc(1S) and Mηc(1S) using ηc → φφ decays.
The two magenta curves indicate $χ2 = 1 and $χ2 = 4 contours.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown. The red cross, black square
and blue triangle with error bars indicate the world average [14], the
result from Ref. [15], and the result from Ref. [61], respectively

row Gaussian are taken from simulation so that a single free
parameter in the φφφ invariant mass fit accounts for the
detector resolution. A signal of 41 ± 10 ± 5 B0

s decays over
a low background of about 3 events is obtained. Uncertain-
ties related to the background description in the 3D fit and
to the decay model defining the φ polarization dominate the
systematic uncertainty in the B0

s signal yield determination.
The significance of the signal is estimated from the distri-
butions of the difference in the logarithm of the best-fit χ2

with and without including the signal shape in toy simulation
samples. This leads to a signal significance of 4.9 standard
deviations.

The B0
s → φφ decay mode is chosen as a normalization

mode for the B(B0
s → φφφ) measurement. The invariant

mass spectrum obtained from 2D fits in bins of the φφ invari-
ant mass in the region of the B0

s mass is shown in Fig. 9. A
sum of two Gaussian functions with a common mean is used
to describe the B0

s signal shape, while an exponential func-
tion models the combinatorial background. The ratio of the
two Gaussian widths and the fraction of the narrow Gaussian
function are taken from simulation. In total 2701±114±84
B0
s decays are found. The uncertainties related to the descrip-

tion of the resolution in the 2D fits and the description of the
φφ invariant mass resolution dominate the systematic uncer-
tainty in the B0

s signal yield determination.
The ratio of the B0

s → φφφ and B0
s → φφ branching

fractions is obtained from the relative B0
s → φφφ and B0

s →
φφ signal yields and their efficiencies as

B(B0
s → φφφ)

B(B0
s → φφ)

=
NB0

s →φφφ

NB0
s →φφ

×
εB0

s →φφ

εB0
s →φφφ

× 1
B(φ → K+K−)

= 0.117 ± 0.030 ± 0.015.
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Fig. 8 Invariant mass spectrum of the φφφ combinations in the region
of the B0

s mass, including the fit function described in the text
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Fig. 9 Invariant mass spectrum of the φφ combinations in the region
of the B0

s mass, including the fit function described in the text

In the above expression, the event yields are determined
from the fits. The efficiency ratio, εB0

s →φφφ/εB0
s →φφ =

0.26 ± 0.01, is obtained from simulation and corrected to
account for different B0

s transverse momentum spectra in
data and simulation. The B0

s → φφφ transition is assumed
to proceed via a three-body decay with uniform phase-space
density. This assumption is supported below by comparing
the φφ invariant mass distribution in data and simulation.
The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty
in polarization of the φ mesons in the decay B0

s → φφφ,
as discussed at the end of this section. Using the branch-
ing fraction of the B0

s → φφ decay, B(B0
s → φφ) =

(1.84±0.05±0.07±0.11 fs/ fd ±0.12norm)×10−5 [22], the
branching fraction for the B0

s meson decay to three φ mesons
is determined to be

B(B0
s → φφφ) = (2.15 ± 0.54 ± 0.28 ± 0.21B) × 10−6,

where the last uncertainty is due to the branching fraction
B(B0

s → φφ).
The B0

s → φφφ transition can proceed via a two-body
decay involving intermediate resonances or via a three-body
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fraction of B(⇤)
c (2S)+ ! B(⇤)+

c ⇡+⇡� to the production cross-section of the B+
c state.

The ratio R is determined for B(⇤)
c (2S)+ and B+

c candidates in the kinematic ranges
pT 2 [0, 20]GeV/c and rapidity y 2 [2.0, 4.5], and is expressed as

R =
�
B

(⇤)
c (2S)+

�B+
c

· B(B(⇤)
c (2S)+ ! B(⇤)+

c ⇡+⇡�)

=
N

B
(⇤)
c (2S)+

NB+
c

·
"B+

c

"
B

(⇤)
c (2S)+

,

(2)

where � is the production cross-section, N the yield, and " the e�ciency of reconstructing
and selecting the B+

c or B(⇤)
c (2S)+ candidates in the required pT and y regions. In the

case �M = 0, the reconstructed Bc(2S)+ and B⇤
c (2S)

+ states fully overlap, and the ratio
R corresponds to the sum of the R values of the Bc(2S)+ and B⇤

c (2S)
+ states. The upper

limits are calculated using the CLs method [35], in which the upper limit for each mass
hypothesis is obtained from the CLs value calculated as a function of the ratio R. The
test statistic is the ratio of the likelihoods of the signal-plus-background hypothesis and
the background-only hypothesis, defined as

Q(Nobs;NS, NB) =
L(Nobs;NS +NB)

L(Nobs;NB)
, (3)

where Nobs is the number of observed candidates, NB is the expected background yield,
and NS is the expected signal yield. For a given value of the ratio R, NS is determined as

NS = R ·NB+
c
·
"
B

(⇤)
c (2S)+

"B+
c

. (4)

The likelihood L is defined as

L(n; x) = e�x

n!
xn. (5)

The total statistical test value Qtot is the product of that for each of the four MLP
categories. The CLs value is the ratio of CLs+b to CLb, where CLs+b is the proba-
bility to find a Qtot value smaller than the Qtot value found in the data sample un-
der the signal-plus-background hypothesis, and CLb is equivalent probability under the
background-only hypothesis. The Bc(2S)+ state is searched for by scanning the mass region
M(B+

c ⇡
+⇡�) 2 [6830, 6890]MeV/c2, which is motivated by theoretical predictions [1–11].

The value of �M is successively fixed to 0, 15, 25 and 35MeV/c2. The search windows

are within ±1.4�w(B
(⇤)
c (2S)+) of the B(⇤)

c (2S)+ mass hypotheses, where �w(B
(⇤)
c (2S)+) is

the resolution on M(B+
c ⇡

+⇡�) for the B(⇤)
c (2S)+ state. This choice of the search window

gives the best sensitivity according to Ref. [36].
The selection e�ciencies "B+

c
and "

B
(⇤)
c (2S)+

are estimated using simulation. The track

reconstruction e�ciency is studied in a data control sample of J/ ! µ+µ� decays using
a tag-and-probe technique [37], in which one of the muons is fully reconstructed as the
tag track, and the other muon, the probe track, is reconstructed using only information
from the TT detector and the muon stations. The track reconstruction e�ciency is the
fraction of J/ candidates whose probe tracks match fully reconstructed tracks. The
particle-identification (PID) e�ciency of the two opposite-charge pions is determined with
a data-driven method, using a ⇡+ sample from D⇤-tagged D0 ! K�⇡+ decays. The total

5

Table 3: Comparison of the R value between the LHCb upper limits at 95% CL and the ATLAS

measurement [17], where 0 < "7,8  1 are the relative e�ciencies of reconstructing the B(⇤)
c (2S)+

candidates with respect to the B+
c signals for the 7 and 8TeV data, respectively.

p
s = 7TeV

p
s = 8TeV

ATLAS (0.22± 0.08 (stat))/"7 (0.15± 0.06 (stat))/"8

LHCb – < [0.04, 0.09]

5 Summary

In summary, a search for the Bc(2S)+ and B⇤
c (2S)

+ states is performed at LHCb with a
data sample of pp collisions, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2 fb�1, recorded
at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. No significant signal is found. Upper limits on
the Bc(2S)+ and B⇤

c (2S)
+ production cross-sections times the branching fraction of

B(⇤)
c (2S)+ ! B(⇤)+

c ⇡+⇡� relative to the B+
c cross-section, are given as a function of the

Bc(2S)+ and B⇤
c (2S)

+ masses.
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Spectroscopy with the upgraded LHCb
• LHCb will be upgraded in 2019,  software trigger with 40MHz

• Allow PID at the trigger level – great increase (~2x) of trigger 
efficiency on full hadronic final states 

• A new computing  approach to data-analysis is needed
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Hadron Spectroscopy at LHCb

Spectroscopy with the upgraded LHCb

LHCb is going through an upgrade phase which will allow higher integrated luminosity by 

processing with the so6ware trigger all events at the bunch-crossing energy of 40 MHz.
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Teasers: hadron 

iden� ca�on will be 

available at the trigger 

level: great increase of 

trigger e4ciency on 

prompt decays to purely 

hadronic  nal states 

including of low p
T
 

par�cles.

Challenges: a new 

compu�ng approach to 

data-analysis is needed to 

move as much as possible 

to exclusive selec�ons.


